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Introduction
We have received 136 responses to the Community Risk Management Plan (CRMP)
Consultation during the period 8 November 2021 and 31 January 2022.
All responses are from the online survey. However, not all respondents have
completed all the questions or equality information which is why response numbers
shown may be lower than 136.
The online survey was kept open for 12 weeks and was promoted in the following
ways:
• Online questionnaire link was sent out via all Cornwall Fire and Rescue social
media accounts, including individual community fire station social media
accounts and utilising Facebook, Twitter and Instagram platforms.
• The link to the online questionnaire was sent out to all Cornwall Fire and
Rescue staff via our Service Communication Briefings and has been
highlighted in online staff meetings throughout the 12-week period. An article
was been included in ‘Together We Can’ - the Cornwall Council staff
newsletter which is available to all Council and group of company employees.
An article was published in the Town and Parish Council newsletter
encouraging residents to complete the survey.
• The link to the online was sent to partners for their completion for example,
Disability Cornwall and CHAOS.
We asked people to tell us in what capacity they were responding, for example as a
resident, business owner, partner organisation etc., with scope to pick multiple
options. The results show that 90% (120) were residents of Cornwall, 29 also work
for Cornwall Council (which includes Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service personnel), 7
owned a local business and 19 also represented partner organisations and other
stakeholder groups, such as the voluntary and community sector and town and
parish councils.
Of the 123 respondents that chose to say, 83 were Male, 35 were Female, 1 was
gender fluid and 4 selected other.
We received responses from 69 White (British, Scottish), 41 Cornish, 3 Asian or Asian
Cornish and 2 Mixed (White and Asian) respondents.
Below is a breakdown of the age ranges that have been recorded from 122
respondents:

Age Range
20 – 29
30 – 39
40 – 49
50 – 59
60 – 69
70 – 79
80 – 90

Number of
respondents
9
27
23
26
19
17
1

Out of the 121 respondents that chose to say, 9 people who completed the survey
considered themselves to have a disability.

Question 1
Thinking about the legal requirement for fire and rescue services to undertake
prevention, protection and response activities, and the key considerations from the
PESTLE analysis summarised in this document, do you agree our draft risk objectives
reflect what the service should be focusing on?
A. Reducing the impact on risk groups from fire and other incidents
B. Reduction in fire deaths and injuries
C. Reducing incidents where people are killed or seriously injured
D. Achieving optimum attendance times to mitigate the escalation and severity of
incidents
E. Mitigating the social, economic and environmental impact of fires and other
incidents through the services we deliver
F. Increasing the diversity of our workforce to improve the accessibility of our services
through our understanding of community vulnerability and social inequality

This question gives the option for respondents to select from the options yes, no,
partially agree or don’t know.
There were 135 responses to
this question:
90 responded ‘yes’
10 responded ‘no’
34 responded ‘partially agree’
1 responded ‘don’t know’

There were 85 comments received alongside this question, comments included:
• Covering a largely rural area in the main the Fire and Rescue service has to
walk a difficult line to cover all eventualities. This means that not all actions
will fit every eventuality. It is the best way forward.
• The fire and rescue service is primarily there to respond to incidents. Bullet
points A & E should not result in a reduction of immediate front line fire and
rescue resources.
• Don't become obsessed with Diversity, Cornwall is not diverse, don’t try and
force it. Prevention is better than cure, I agree, however response to incidents
must remain key. Let’s not see you follow Devon and Somerset Fire who keep
cutting every time.
• It appears to be a proactive set of aims and priorities to help reduce the
chance of major incidents.
• Because I strongly agree with the draft objectives
• It can never be possible wholly to meet these objectives as, to do so would
need an unlimited budget. Your task is to meet them as far as you can within
PESTLE requirements. I think that on the whole the Cornwall Fire Service
succeeds in a pragmatic way and in how it reaches incidents in different
seasons.
• I believe these are all essential for a fire service to achieve
• They are all important focusses, logical and what you'd expect from a fire and
rescue service
• They cover everything the service needs to consider
• The diversity of our workforce to improve the accessibility of our services
through our understanding of community vulnerability and social inequality.
So, you will actively recruit people from different socio-economic
backgrounds? How will you assess this? You're prepared to turn away those
from poorer families to ensure you have people from wealthier families as
well as those from middle and poorer? How do you decide which communities
are vulnerable?
• I partially agree be wise councils all over the UK are trying to save money,
which ultimately results in a cut to services. Any reduction in current services
would place certain areas at a definite risk
• F = surely you should employ the best person for the job, I don’t agree with
your positive action, that’s discrimination! It doesn't matter how you try and
justify it
• F - whilst diversity is needed, focusing efforts to increase it may lead to
passing by the better candidate purely because they are not ticking the right
boxes!

• Fire service priorities should focus on reducing fire deaths and promoting the
positive impact of reducing all other incidents. FRS should always be diverse
and promote themselves more in ethnic groups who do not understand fire
safety.
• Time of response in all emergencies, medical or fire etc, is so important. Living
in Cornwall this is what concerns me the most. How long will I have to wait for
an ambulance if my neighbour has another stroke!
• CFRS should be improving response times, preventions and education.
• I agree with your priorities and values.
• clear steps to deal with influx of visitors in tourist season, with more cars,
traffic jams, strain on emergency crews and medical centres, plus clear
responsibilities with onus the visitors.
• These strategies are what communities need and deserve.
• Like all FRSs across the UK, they need to diversify and broaden the safety
advice and support they provide to the public and the role they play in
keeping people safe, reduce risk and collaborate where possible with
emergency service partners.
• I really think we should focus our Prevention and Protection activity towards
our most vulnerable groups especially the ones that live and work on the
extremities of our county.
• I don't think the current of staff provision allows for a full range of prevention
activities in rural and on call areas.

Question 2
A. 46% of our incident demand is from false alarms and we are looking at options
to reduce these. Should we charge for attending false alarms at commercial
premises?
This question gives the option for respondents to select from the options yes, no, or
don’t know.
There were 135 responses to this question:
86 responded ‘yes’
37 responded ‘no’
12 responded ‘don’t know’

There were 110 comments received alongside this question, comments included:
• Puts onus on businesses reduce pressure on public services
• Businesses should have procedures in place to prevent false alarms

• only charge if it is a deliberate false alarm, doesn’t seem fair if it’s an
accidental one
• You don't want to discourage people from calling the fire service, but repeat
offenders who don't think it's their problem, or have not made the effort
should be fined.
• Charging could see less automatic alarms being called through. This could
result in more significant fires and preventable loss of life.
• More responsibility needs to be handed over to commercial properties to
maintain and investigate their own alarms
• Will make commercial businesses take healthy and safety seriously and take
action to help prevent false alarms
• Business/commercial premises pay their taxes which pays for the Fire Service I
think charging them again will give the Fire Service a bad reputation especially
if this could result in the business closing/loss of jobs
• As a statutory authority surely, it would be a waste of resources to open up a
billing department. But repeat offenders? Could be referred to the police or
CC which could bill through business rates
• Without a financial penalty, companies won't invest in better alarm systems
• Commercial promises have an obligation to maintain their fire alarms and be
more prudent with their own house cleaning
• Commercial premises should make sure there systems are suitable for their
work areas and make sure their systems are fit for purpose, with a robust
testing regime to prevent false alarms
• Forcing companies to pay will drive them to use more AI or intelligent
detection systems out of hours, or invoke stricter in-house evacuation and
conformation before the Brigade is called during working hours
• If a business is consistently causing false alarms then recovery of costs should
be looked at. This would allow the CFRS to maintain its frontline services. CFRS
should work with a business in the first instance to help solve the problem,
but repeated offenders should be subject to a charge.
• Fire service not fire business.
• Many commercial premises have old, outdated fire alarm systems. Many are
not regularly checked, and therefore faults occur resulting in a false alarm. So
attendance to a commercial property for a false alarm should be chargeable.
• I can see pros and cons, if a genuine false alarm where someone believed
there to be a fire I think it would be unfair to charge, especially as it might
delay people from acting if they worry about being penalised. However if it’s a
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•
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case of poor management or problems with a fire detection system which
should be easily avoidable I can see sense in charging for false alarms in
commercial buildings.
Commercial premises already pay in rates and they may not call when they
should because of coast
Repeat offenders should be educated and charged if offending continues
False alarms are not the fault of the premises. I don’t think you should charge
unless on occasions where it is repeated.
Commercial premises have to have these alarm systems but they are seldom
designed by the company which they are designed to protect. Perhaps it
would be better to charge the manufacturers or installers of systems which
repeatedly register false alarms.
It's a service at the end of the day and shouldn't be free to be abused when
businesses could do more to prevent false alarms. It's too easy for them not to
be on top of problems but they will soon sort out their false alarms if they are
charged for this.
This could lead to people disconnecting their alarms to avoid costs.
Yes for big companies. No for smaller companies or charities.
False alarms with good intent should not be discouraged, however, if
repeated false alarms start to occur then that would be a good point to
consider charging so/ as to encourage the ‘problem’ being solved.

B. If you answered ‘yes’ how many (if any) ‘warnings’ should be given prior to
implementing charges?
This is an open text question. There were 96 responses received:
• 23 thought one
• 17 said two
• 29 thought three warnings
There were several comments about what time period these warnings should apply
to, generally ranging from 1 month to 12 months.
Other comments included:
• No more than one false alarm call out per premises over a 5 year period
• Fines should be applied after say 5 false alarms of or a similar nature.
• Repeat offenders

It should be at the discretion of the fire crews
More than say, 5 being caused by the ‘same’ fixable fault
follow up discussions to assist in changing views on false alarms
The charge should be proportional and not excessive
Evidence of repeated alarms would need to gathered, and if after time has
been given to rectify a fault, then a charge should be made.
• First occasion a warning and action required to rectify followed by an
accumulation system where charges are increased for each subsequent
repetition of a false alarm.
• Warn all those in commercial premises before the system for charging is
implemented, and warm once more before system goes live.
• Warning of implementation date and big publicity campaign
•
•
•
•
•

C. Should these charges be applied to all incidents or only for ‘repeat offenders’
i.e., those organisations where we have attended on multiple occasions when
it was not required.
This question gives the option for respondents to select from the options yes, no, or
don’t know.
There were 130 responses to this question:

There were 104 comments received alongside this question, comments included:
• Only for repeat offenders. One off alarms may be genuine and should not be
discouraged. A pattern indicates an issue they should fix
• Should be applied to all
• I think a couple of warnings is considerate, but after that should be charged
• Do NOT charge. Sort out your own management of finances internally
• Just for repeat offenders who have not listened or taken any action after the
fire service have attended and provided helpful guidance
• Smaller companies with a clear record should be given one free pass. With an
opportunity to prevent further incidents
• I think it should be based upon the cause of the false alarm. If it is from
negligence on the part of a business, then it should apply to everyone. If it’s
an honest mistake, then I think there should be a case by case approach with
the option of training and education.
• You need to educate the companies rather than charge
• treat everyone the same
• I think a sliding scale of charges … so 1st time is a less amount and then
increasing to a higher amount each time.
• Commercial premises must identify the casual factors and agree and
implement and rectification plan.
• If charges are to be given they should be for the very worst offenders only. A
situation where employees are afraid to raise the alarm due to any potential
charges needs to be avoided.
• repeat offenders only. Need to be reasonable and not punish the many for the
sloppy actions of the few.
• Repeat offenders will only act when given a charge
• If a charging system is to be brought in, make sure it is for all commercial
premises, and make sure all are warned before the system goes live.
• Your main ones will be public sector places such as unis and hospitals. It is just
robbing Peter to pay Paul. Work with them better.
• The last thing you want is for someone to decide against dialling triple 9
because they’re worried about a cost, even if their call is real.
• Only repeat offenders. I feel if it starts to cost them money it would prompt
them to resolve issues regarding their false alarms, whether that's investing in
new systems or maintaining ones they have. Or educating staff members on
manual activation and when to do so.

D. Should the charge be applied to certain types of commercial premises? If
so, which ones?
This question gives the option for respondents to select from the options yes, no,
or don’t know.
There were 132responses to this question:
31 responded ‘yes’
70 responded ‘no’
31 responded ‘don’t know’

There were 53 comments received on the type of premises that should be included
in any charging policy. These included:
• 41 of the comments stated all types of premises should be included
• 4 comments suggested we consider the size of the business:

o The charge has to be flexible. A set amount for all businesses could
potentially financially ruin a small business
o Commercial premises eg. Factories, student halls of residence after
warning/repeat visits
o Large companies. Universities. Anyone with more than 20 employees
o Larger company’s not charities or hospices, etc.,
• There were several suggestions about additional criteria we should consider
when looking at a charging policy:
o The ones with high insurance and poor VAT and payment history
o makes the owners more proactive in their safety around the premises if
they are aware that a charge could be given to them
o Higher risk ones such as premises which involve hazardous substances.
But maybe they should be treated more leniently. It's such a complex
risk to public safety.
o The ones without a sleeping risk
o Repeat offenders
o Certain premises perhaps you cannot take risks with, hospitals, high risk
premises but conversely if it’s for “burnt toast” then systems need to
be looked at.
o I think this should be discussed further but personally I think our NHS
services should be exempt!!! However, an education package should be
offered.
o halls of residence, supermarkets, factories, warehouses. Places where
people have full capacity, i.e. not care homes or assisted living.

Question 3
Over the next four years we will be reviewing how we deliver our services, where our
resources are located and how often they are used. This includes looking at
potentially reducing some of our second vehicles on stations, reviewing the location
of our specialist appliances, the location of our stations and how stations are crewed.
When we do this what do you think is important for us to consider?
This is an open text question. There were 130 comments received, these can be
loosely grouped into the following themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Role of a firefighter / crewing arrangements
Crew availability / response times
Risks
Consultation / engagement
Resources incl. amount, type and location
Savings / budgets

Comments included:
• Reviewing locations of special appliances is a reasonable action, as is the
location of stations and how they are crewed, providing crew welfare is also at
the forefront of any decision making.
• As there are so few fires these days maybe reducing facilities is the way. If
firemen have time to do car washing what’s going on?
• You need to look at demand. Please publish the figures of what you do and
when, including sleeping on night shift! What is all that about when we cannot
keep ambulances on the road due to demand. Diversify and drive ambulances
or base your staff at hospitals to care for patients in your downtime to release
SWAST Staff.
• Keeping the number of riders to no less than 5. If riding with less means extra
work for the crews and turning out other stations therefore increasing cost
especially on-call stations.
• I think an overview of where our specials are placed should take place. Second
Appliances - I think this should be looked at through statistics and data on
how often 2nd pumps are required over a period of time and how often they
have been crewed along with their 1st appliance. Stations - Cornwall has
changed dramatically over the last 20 years. In the next 2 years we will have a
dual carriageway that will navigate from one end of the county to the other.

•
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This will ultimately allow our stations and pumps to respond quicker and
negotiate their way around our county easier. So perhaps a fresh look with
open eyes about the strategic placement of our stations will benefit our
service and community.
I could see a well-positioned fulltime station being able to cover a far greater
area, but this needs to be done to improve attendance times and appliance
availability not to save money.
Please consider location and coverage responses times for both winter and
summer
Travel times, particularly to more rural areas. Appliances need to be close
enough to save life/property and consideration needs to be given to slower
rural roads. Mustn't forget the more remote rural properties as currently feels
the case.
Statistics are all very well, but life cannot be at risk. Regards Specialist
vehicles, they must be kept where they are needed.
It is vitally important that rural communities are not penalised by centralising
services to bigger towns - summer holiday traffic MUST be taken into account
when drawing up response times.
I think it is important to consider the time it would take a second vehicle to
arrive on scene if it were moved or if crewing was changed and how this
would affect 'Achieving optimum attendance times to mitigate the escalation
and severity of incidents'.
The location of wholetime fire stations. 24hr whole time cover along the spine
of Cornwall.
Relocation is fine providing response times, appropriate vehicles
plant/equipment and resource levels are not compromised to provide the
service that is expected to cover said areas. Consideration should also be
beyond four years to accommodate the continued expansion of areas due to
growth and development.
Response times. There is no doubt this would, rather than be a means to
improve the service, be used as a tool to instigate cuts.
The risk vs the benefits, public concern, cost, staff views
Need to ensure that appliances are located in relevant areas to reach villages
throughout Cornwall.
Distance from neighbouring station, regular un/availability of those pumps,
risk in area, other savings/ downgrades
Diversification of the firefighters role to include medical response

• I think we need to consider the potential risk from businesses/ high risk sites
and not just incident demand. We also need to factor changes to housing/the
way people are living as well as risk from older/ riskier properties rather than
modern housing estates.
• The environment around the station and what is required for any incident in
that area. But having specialised vehicles located at relevant stations that can
be called upon and attend the incident within a certain timed
• Travel times, particularly to more rural areas.
• If appliances are to be moved consideration should be given to increasing PDA
(Pre-determined attendance), especially where is concerned on call fire
fighters. Wholetime firefighters, unions and the public should also be
consulted once the senior management have their ideas and can then be
openly questioned to how they made their decisions.
• I believe that any reduction in wholetime stations would impact communities
• Please consider impact on communities and risk profile.
• PDA should be looked at. The huge PDAs that are sent because we've always
done it is ridiculous and some should be on request.
• Falmouth would be better as a day crew station making Truro a wholetime
station as they tend to be busier out of hours and the response time for this
station due to the volume of traffic. Bodmin would be better also as a
wholetime station, giving better cover in the east of the county which
sometimes is an issue.
• The safety of crews is paramount, then the risk within areas, the population,
and the geographic.
• It’s concerning living in a largely rural county where the spread of villages and
towns are so spread out… that it’s important that in every part of our county
there is an appliance that can reach these places in a quick time.
• Towns that are expanding, for example Newquay fire station is at the wrong
end of the town.
• The fact that the risk to life across the County will never reduce. Over the next
4 years, visitor numbers to Cornwall and the associated risk to life will only
increase. I can in no instance imagine supporting the deletion of any second
appliance, or the closure of any station, unless replaced with newer and
wholetime crewed facilities.

• The impact of removing/reducing these numbers on not just a safety scale
but also an employment scale. With Cornwall being a mostly on call service
you need to consider financial impacts on those firefighters.
• If appliances are to be moved consideration should be given to increasing
PDAs, especially where is concerned on call fire fighters.
• Wholetime firefighters, unions and the public should also be consulted once
the senior management have their ideas and can then be openly questioned
to how they made their decisions.
• It doesn't matter how much prevention you do, fires will still happen, so
reducing assets even further just becomes a numbers game. Sooner or later
someone will pay the price. The fire service should also not waste money
providing services which others can provide.
• I believe that any reduction in wholetime stations would impact
communities. Cuts to vehicles or redeployment based on data while cost
effective will not be a consolation if lives or property are lost. I understand
the pressure on the service to reduce costs but co-location or services with
the police and ambulance service maybe something to explore rather than
reducing stations.
• A more granular approach to assets, if the service is providing the same kit to
areas with high rise flats as rural or coastal areas, there should be more
specific assets for the requirements of each station.
• Overall risk rather than the usual immature arguments that one person may
die in the next 5 years if we move an appliance or control room 5 miles or
reduce staff by 2%.
I could walk out of my house tomorrow and get run over, a police officer
standing on every corner may prevent it but that's expensive and life is
dangerous
• Fight against ALL proposed reductions. CF&RS is a SERVICE, not a corporate
business, and should be treated as such. By all means conduct a review but I
urge you to think twice before reducing your service. Lives will be lost.
• I understand the need and hope that the authority will consult widely before
removing any specialist appliances

Question 4
Building on the approach we have taken during covid-19 we want to consider
whether this approach to crewing should continue. Considering the details provided
what level of crewing do you think we should implement?
This question gives the option for respondents to select from the options optimum
crew with five or more, with minimum crew of four, crew with four or don’t know.
There were 135 responses to this question:
96 (71%) responded ‘optimum crew with five or more, with minimum crew of four’
30 (22%) responded ‘crew of four’
9 (7%) responded ‘don’t know’

We asked people to elaborate on why they had responded that way. There were
112 comments received alongside this question, comments included:
• Riding with a crew of four puts added stress on crews in an already stressful
situation
• if it's worked during covid and it saves the service money why not continue
• Should be an operational decision for the FRS
• With the focus on Protection and Prevention, buildings should be getting safer,
and management better. Therefore, the number of incidents should reduce,
and those incidents should be smaller in size and severity. That would imply
fewer firefighters need to respond, to fewer incidents
• Crew should not drop below 5 as this drastically effects how crews attend
emergency incidents
• Waiting for a fifth member might cause delay and result in a bigger problem,
but all five should be deployed if they are all available
• Absolutely maintain optimum crewing of 5 for Firefighter safety and efficiency,
with a contingency of 4 riders in mitigating circumstances. Some jobs can be
handled with 4, however known fires need a guaranteed 5
• Use data to determine the numbers attending previous call outs and their
success or request for more help
• You need to review your PDAs to make sure that all incidents are crewed
correctly but four is generally appropriate unless a major incident
• You’ve stated that more can be achieved when the first vehicle arrives with 5
or more staff, this must take priority over fire prevention work
• I think ideally stick with 5, however don’t let it take engines off the road or
delay response. Setting a minimum of 4 sounds sensible, with the option to
take 5 if they are available
• Riding 4 is dangerous and ineffective
• It’s better to respond quickly with a small crew then have additional resourced
arriving afterwards
• Crews of only 4 are very limited as to what can be achieved. Very often more
appliances will be needed for extra manpower
• Crew safety, if second appliance is delayed due to on call nature or next
nearest station is far away. There is a lot to do as a crew of four. There are 5
definitive roles, and it should stay as 5 riders.

• I think crewing levels should be kept at 5 as a minimum to enable us to
undertake our work safely. Anything less, depending on the incident, leaves us
very stretched policies and procedures harder to adhere too.
• From what I have read it seems to take longer for an appliance to leave the
station but when it gets to the fire it is more effective at dealing with the
emergency with 5. For this reason, I would prefer 5 firefighters where possible.
This will also mean fewer appliances at each incident keeping more appliances
available for other emergencies.
• The majority of incidents will not need a 5 crew team, so this makes sense. For
major incidents, other appliances will arrive shortly after the first at the scene
with the additional crews needed.
• Crewing with 4 puts the first attending appliance in a dilemma at life risk
incidents. All fire service working practices are based on a crew of 5 and
having less than that number jeopardises how crews operate. At large
incidents more appliances have to be mobilised due to crews of 4. This results
in more cover moves. Appliances should be crewed with a minimum of 5.
• The way vehicles have been crewed in the pandemic has proved very efficient.
When the fire is first reported, then the station chief could decide whether a
fifth member of crew is required, and if so, wait for that fifth member.
• It is the optimum number, we are a rural area and every person counts when a
serious situation develops
• It's not down to me as a lay person to advise on operational matters. If I call on
the fire service to help me or others, my expectation is that they arrive on
scene with the required numbers, skills and equipment to carry out the
required task. Therefore depending on the ETA of a second crew, local
considerations, the specifics of an incident etc., I'd suggest an algorithm to
influence crewing numbers on a flexible basis per incident.
• Why do you not adopt the Coastguard Rescue Team approach where some
crew attend the station to man the mobile unit while others attend the
location direct with their PPE
• Surely having optimum members of a crew makes it safer for the public and
the crew.
• Waiting for more firefighters at an emergency would be detrimental to lives
and property
• Covid has required a specific change for a very specific circumstance. The
previous crew numbers would have been what was a good, working and safe
practise. And ought to be returned to.

• Four people on a fire engine on a big job puts both the firefighters and public
at risk. Sometimes a job can come in as one thing but the reality of the job can
be entirely different. So four could go to something that is far more serious
than reported. This then becomes dangerous. Five should be the standard and
minimum.
• 5 should be the absolute minimum nothing less.
• More boots on the ground = more firefighting options. End of.
• All fires are dangerous. Firefighters lives are at risk. Greater number gives
greater security.
• It makes sense if less vehicles have to attend and if there are 5 crew members
on board the first attending vehicle to an emergency they potential can deal
immediately with life endangering issues.
• It’s an absolute disgrace to even consider decreasing crewing levels to 4.
• If the Fire Service felt that safety wasn't compromised during this period, it
would be a way of cutting costs in future. If it was not happy that safety was
retained, the Fire Service could continue with this model as a pilot for the life
of this review or for a part of the next 3 years.
• A crew of 4 is insufficient when taking account of previous proposals to
reduce AFA attendances, delete second appliances and close stations; travel
time to supplement an initial 4 man crewed appliance, in attendance at a
persons reported fire, will place unnecessary risk on the initial crews.

Question 5
Are there any other savings, efficiencies, cost recovery or areas of collaboration that
you would suggest should be looked into further?
This is an open text question. There were 104 comments received, comments
included:
• Emphasis on fire prevention and education
• Review all personnel records & identify the long-term sick and find out what is
being done to get them back to work or dismissed.
• Join your back office/admin services up with the rest of the council to save
money.
• In terms of collaboration, there should be closer work done with the Council in
all areas such as procurement, HR, development etc. There is a wealth of
experience in the Council which is ignored.
• Realign focus onto your core functions and emergency response
• CFRS should be looking to work with SWAST to reduce the amount of life
saving calls SWAFST have to attend
• investment in IT to reduce time spent doing manual processes and speed up
tasks. Maximise our crews and operational staff time for prevention and
protection work.
• Please publish the stats of night time call outs and then compare to
paramedics/police etc. If they can’t attend then explain why tri officers are
hailed a big success. Personally one team at key locations and all other officers
out in cars around Cornwall serving the public at night.
• Officers working more from home or their closest station to reduce fuel.
Continuing to hold meetings over Teams / Zoom to save on fuel costs.
• Government should adequately fund our fire services; I pay my taxes for your
valued skills and services.
• False alarms with good intent should be treated differently from absolute
malfunction of out of date or badly maintained fire systems
• Seasonal changes could be made, for instance Newquay during the summer
you upgrade and that's fair, but surely in the winter when its dead the station
could be run by on call personnel
• More focus on the response side of things as that's what we the public want.
Everything else is just a nice to have

• The co-location with the ambulance service, the police and other services like
the coastguard should be explored more.
• More community and collaborative work to be undertaken alleviating
pressure on other emergency services
• increase cost recovery services such as Phoenix for fire safety courses and
equipment maintenance.
• More good working with adult social care. Assisting with self-neglect cases
and hoarding
• Please publish a time and motion study on what fire fighters do each and
every day/night each hour. I am really concerned why we should pay you to
sleep. When at work you should assist SWAST or the local Police, you have
First Aid qualifications and could assist in the night time economy not allowed
to sleep.
• Drone Deployment from the above vehicles to assess the actual site to
improve the response crews information before arrival. High level Drone
survey flights across the county to detect smoke plumes, could also benefit
illegal burning sites detection.
• Standby cover should be based on dynamic risk and where value is added.
• Although initial costs would be high, consider changing the tenders to run
more economically, by using hydrogen or similar to power them. Electric
tenders would be no good as the size of battery pack required would make
the vehicle totally impractical.
• Close stations and merge with ambulance trusts. Lengthen the time between
buying new kit.
• No attendances to seagulls in netting etc.
• Trust public more to confirm that the fire is out and we are not required.
• Utilising the crews not on jobs to other local jobs relating to
ambulance/police.
• Provide external training to Cornish businesses, charge companies for fire
safety advice and guidance.
• Pheonix could deliver school based education and charge the schools for this
(especially academy trusts).
• Have firefighters clean their stations rather than cleaners.
• At the next acquisition of vehicles, investing in Electric vehicles for pool cars
and officers, with the cost of fuel inevitably only going one way. That kind of
investment would save money in the long run.
• Charge people for prank or stupid calls - cat up tree for example, and also for
blocking roads through bad parking.

• Yes broaden your responsibilities commensurate with being able to do your
prime purpose
• I don’t think more cuts should be made.
• should consider not being a council service and collaborating/partnering with
other emergency services instead
• Move away from being an umbrella service of the Cornwall Council,
comparing what it costs us to stay with them and what we actual receive in
services from them compared to being a stand alone service and sourcing
services elsewhere
• The service needs to ensure it can deliver a response to incidents, fire and
community safety. Therefore all other roles especially senior management
needs to be reviewed and if not deemed essential cut and shared with wider
council.
• Make wholetime stations do more community work and other work during
the day. Utilise these crews instead of just sitting on station which they do the
majority of time. They are paid a lot of money and could be utilised much
better.
• I think the way we provide our stations should be reviewed similar to the
Hayle, pool, Camborne project to find out whether we can cover more of the
county with less. I am pretty sure we can if we looked at it.
• Increase in wholetime provision in areas where on call recruitment and
mobilisation is an issue. For example, Trerulefoot roundabout wholetime
station and remove 2nd appliances from neighbouring stations. This reduction
in fleet and staffing will cover the cost of the new station over time.
• Supporting ridership of 4 to reduce significant overtime costs.
• Developing our digital infrastructure. I would expect that we could save
significantly on the digital products that we procure by investing in a
developer to build our own systems using Microsoft products. We could also
improve firefighter safety by implementing more technological solutions in
our response.
• I think we could work smarter and not harder.
• Grey book staff are carrying out administrative duties which isn't cost
effective if they hold specialist qualifications such as fire safety. It currently
means less time is being spent on statutory duties.
• Is there potential to share buildings with other emergency services such as
Truro

If you would like this information in another format or language, please contact:
Cornwall Council, County
Hall, Treyew Road
Truro, TR1 3AY
Telephone: 0300 1234 100
Email: enquiries@cornwall.gov.uk
www.cornwall.gov.uk

Join Cornwall Council on Facebook @forCornwall
Join Cornwall Fire, Rescue and Community Safety Service on Facebook
@CornwallFRS

Follow Cornwall Council on Twitter @cornwallcouncil
Follow Cornwall Fire, Rescue and Community Safety Service on Twitter
@CornwallFRS

